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Exploring the potential threats and pleasures of  losing oneself  is central...
 

                Jeremy Blake, On Mining the Mind
 
 

Inferno rodeo
I change

at top speed
from one mount

to yet another
sort but

still
at full speed

                            
                   Henri Michaux,

                   Experimental Five (1959)
 

The effect of  being “flooded” with visual experience, as much when eyes are closed as when they are open…

Light is greatly intensified; colours are vivid and seems to glow; images are numerous and persistent, yielding 
a wide range of  illusions and hallucinations; details are sharp; perception of  space is enhanced; and music 

may evoke visual impressions, or light may give the impression of  sounds….

There may be a fusion of  subject and objects; legs may seem to shrink or become extended, and the body to 
float; space may become boundless and the passage of  time very slow…and the person may believe… that he 

is the universe. 
 

William Glenn Steiner, On Hallucinogens and Drug Use
 

‘To be happy in gazing, with benumbed will, without the grasping and greed of  egotism 
-- cold and ashen in body but with intoxicated moon eyes!....And let this be called by me im-
maculate perception of  all things: that I desire nothing of  things, except that I may lie down 
before them like a mirror with a hundred eyes.’

                                              Nietzsche’s Last Man

On Immaculate Perception, Thus Spoke Zarathustra



    just your average strawberry
 (don’t forget...)













felix the cat 
started in 1927...

 
 fantastia (1940) 

pre 1960 psychedelic animations
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Terrence Mkcenna explored the ideas behind
How could this be legal
while

the drugs probably taken here could not be...
_________________________________________________________________
__________LEGAL:
speed: sugar alcohol caffeine tobacco 
the assembly line citizen bounded by the next citizen
MCKENNA SUGGESTS: TECHNOLOGY = HALLUCITORY = 
BOUNDARY DISILLUSIONMENT 

getty images



terrence mckenna argues that 

    psychedelic drugs

    allows man  
   
   to be more creative,

  to  be better, 

to catalyst
    + 
    discover consciousness 

  

      Simultaneous to 

 mckenna’s ranting
 
  
  was the 

transcendental meditation

  movement

 led by the

 disciple of the guru dev:

 maharishi mahesh yogi

  the disciples of 

         Guru maharishi 
 
 rejected drugs, alcohol,
  meat
  
 and assert that 

psychedelic drug use hurts the
purity of the mind, the honesty
of its ability to see, create, and 
perceive

maximum growth, spiritually, 
intellectually, physically, 
creatively, comes from 
transcending via meditation

both mckenna + tm followers agreed
that there are layered dimensions of truth 
and illusion.  they disagreed in the means to 
reach beyond the illusory. in twelve hours, 
a person could “trip” on lsd and feel they 
reached nirvana or enlightenment.  studies 
show the brain may need to continuously 
ingest a psychedelic substance to maintain 
such feelings 

sober meditators believed in the divinity of 
slowness. of natural transcendence. 
keeping the body pure to keep
consciousness pure. 

disclaimer:
this ziner must mention, she’s met more meditators who see gold light and create artwork 
constantly than any psychedelic drug user. she also admits, she does know many of the
latter. 
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 animator: sawako kubuki 

 There is a dissolving of boundaries of race, class, status, language, so forth and so on; and the 
whole of the 20th century has seen a massive acceleration of this. 

The breakdown of the Soviet Union was in fact simply – it was even so described: 

The lifting of the Iron Curtain – meaning a membrane has suddenly disappeared; and more 
and more of these membranes are disappearing, and what is emerging then is a more and 
more psychedelic experience 
– meaning a sense of acceleration of information flow; a sense of rising ambiguity about what 
it all means; 

Everything seems to carry both a good facet and a detrimental facet; the ambiguity of every-
thing is

 Increasing; the connectedness of everything is increasing; and I will argue.......that this is a

General tendency of the time and space in which we are embedded, and that 

We ourselves are a reflection of this.
 -Terrence Mckenna



Keiichi Tanaami, Killer Joe’s‘       TWAS TIME FOR A TRANSITION IN HISTORY



two branches of psychedelic animation

1. animation directly about the psychedelic experience:
 
what it was like to take drugs and be drugs 

vs 

2. animations that were influenced by

 psychedelic cultures without
 
directly being about drugs aka mimicking the 

visual and auditory experience that’s a part of 

  “psychedelic culture” 
 without advocating drugs
for example: sawako kubuki makes 
psychedelic animation 
without being a 
psychedelic drug user  





 kubuki credits a lot of her influence to the
      underground 
 psychedelic artist tadanori yokoo: 
 Yokoo’s Work seen below:



animation
like kubuki’s could be

 influenced from
psychedelic experiences 

had while on drugs, 
without advocating drugs

(below, cut from kubuki’s anal juke)



artist, mirae mizue 




